
Dad, asked Germany? Son, said yes.
Dad, is a WWII vet over 90, and for him to ask me if I felt we 
were from Germany, it is obvious he was comprehending my 
website, I felt amazed, but also directed. 

First have to show my Y-DNA pattern, or I call it a figurative 
scatter diagram. On has to not that a major assumption was 
made that the German match did not more, and yet I have the 
United Kingdom moving, but to areas English speaking, so 
the German matches may have moved to German speaking 
directions.



It seems given the above that the location is between 
Cologne, and Frankfurt. 

Going to extract this, though give it goes back a thousand 
years, it is greatly disputable, to come so close in going back 
in time.

 



Between Cologne and Frankfurt they speck middle German.
Low German for forest is wold, and High German for forest 
is wald. Both names Elfwold and Elfwald then Elwold, and 
Elwald are used as family names.

The wold became to mean more like a wood (woods) or a 
smaller forest, then a wald, which became to mean forest.

It is felt given the population density map with individual 
gravitating to urbanized centers, that the location that is above 
described is and end point of a thousand year migration, but 



from a part of Germany. 

Though for later reference, the Y-DNA did have matches in 
Ulster, Ireland and northern Scotland where there is not a 
much lower population density.

So the location is Germany in general for my Y-DNA.

Wald as a surname, even leans towards western Germany, but 
that is also where the high population density is.



The German wold/wald traveled to the Norse countries.



It is felt that the migration was of the Angles to East Riding 
Yorkshire, on the northern most route above my Y-DNA 
traveled. 



Above one sees wald, wold, forster, wood(s). 



It seems if they are Elwald/Elwold there would have to be 
some forest. Many forest have been taken out, but where 
forest is dense today, it was likely to be dense in the pass.
It should be noted that it is felt that the early origins of my 



family name began with and Elfwald then shortly the f was 
dropped ca 1280 then it became Elwald.  The family name 
was Elwald from about 1280 to about 1560, so the family 
kept the name for about three centuries.

I should be noted; that I am speaking for my family. There 
may have been usages of similar spelling of like Elwold  used 
consistently by another family, this nor does overall history of 
name similarity deter one family to have a consistent use of 
one name like Elwald, that is what families do unlike overall 
history is use one name consistently over the years, though 



there may be oddities and similarities in spelling to the 
consistent family name this is no way effects a particular 
family which wants to use a particular name consistently.

It should be noted that Elfwald could have meant at one time 
elf ruler, an the meaning for wald changed from meaning 
ruler to forest.











It seems that the forest (wald/wold), 
language, population, and Wald 
distribution matches mid German 
for my family origins in Germany.

This German-Scandinavian (Anglo-
Danish) origins, is different then the 
Wm de Aliot, Norman-French 
origins of the first Eliot variants in 
the United Kingdom, (first in the 
southern England) of which name the 
Germanic Anglo-Danish Ellot became 
by inserting an “i” at the time of the 
English Civil War ca1650.

Mark Elliott    8/25/2013



Additions;



Above shows King Elgwalt of the Nordhag (North), in 
German.

Shows Elwet/Elwett a cross between Elwald/Ellot, with a 
cresent of a chief in Yorkshire, in the 15th Century.


